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DEFENDANTS-APPELLEES NA‘I AUPUNI AND THE AKAMAI 
FOUNDATION’S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF 

Defendants-Appellees Na‘i Aupuni (“NA”) and The Akamai Foundation 

respectfully submit this supplemental brief addressing the three issues raised by the 

Court in its May 10, 2016 Order, Docket Entry (“Dkt.”) 102.1

To the extent that the relief sought in Appellants’ August 27, 2015 Motion 

for Preliminary Injunction (“Injunction Motion”) applied to any ratification vote on 

the Constitution of the Native Hawaiian Nation (“Native Hawaiian Constitution”), 

which was created at the 2016 ‘aha, NA has dissolved and cannot (and will not) 

participate in any future ratification vote, if any will even occur.  Thus, any 

argument that NA will conduct a future ratification vote in violation of the U.S. 

Constitution and federal election laws is without merit, and therefore, this appeal is 

moot. 

1 In its May 10, 2016 Order, the Court asked the parties to address the 
following: 

1. Provide a status update regarding any election to ratify documents 
drafted at the February constitutional convention; 

2. Provide a status update regarding any other relevant developments 
occurring after the events described in the Appellants’ “Motion for 
Leave to File Notice of Subsequent, Relevant Facts,” filed on 
March 1, 2016; and 

3. Address how the recent developments affect the question of 
whether this appeal is moot. 

Dkt. 102 at 3.
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I. RELEVANT FACTUAL DEVELOPMENTS 

On March 16, 2016, NA issued a press release in which it announced that it 

would not be involved in ratification, if ratification would even occur, of the 

Native Hawaiian Constitution that was developed at the ‘aha.  See Attachment “1” 

(News Release, Na‘i Aupuni Decides Not to Pursue Ratification Vote, Mar. 16, 

2016, available at http://naiaupuni.org/docs/NewsRelease-

NaiAupuniDecidesNoRatificationVote-031616.pdf). 

On April 11, 2016, the directors of NA approved the dissolution of the 

organization.  On April 14, 2016, Articles of Dissolution were filed with the 

appropriate State agency to dissolve the entity.  See Attachment “2.”  NA’s 

dissolution was effective as of April 14, 2016.  Id.  A “Notice to Creditors and 

Other Persons of the Dissolution of Na‘i Aupuni” was published in the Honolulu 

Star-Advertiser, see Attachment “3,” and further confirmed that NA dissolved.2

II. ARGUMENT 

A. This Appeal is Moot as the Court Cannot Grant Any Effectual Relief 

As discussed in NA’s Answering Brief, federal court may not “give opinions 

upon moot questions or abstract propositions, or . . . declare principles or rules of 

law which cannot affect the matter in the issue in the case before it.”  Church of 

2 NA respectfully requests that this Court take judicial notice of the 
original documents copied in Attachments “2” and “3,” pursuant to Rule 201 of the 
Federal Rules of Evidence, as the documents are a matter of public record, their 
significance bears on the instant matter, and it is therefore appropriate for judicial 
notice. 
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Scientology of Cal. v. United States (“Church of Scientology”), 506 U.S. 9, 12 

(1992) (quoting Mills v. Green, 159 U.S. 651, 653 (1895)).  “For that reason, if an 

event occurs while a case is pending on appeal that makes it impossible for the 

court to grant ‘any effectual relief whatever’ to a prevailing party, the appeal must 

be dismissed.”  Id. (quoting Mills, 159 U.S. at 653).  In this matter, recent events 

reaffirm NA’s position that this appeal is moot.  Indeed, the issues presented are no 

longer live and the parties lack a legally cognizable interest in the outcome.  See

Murphy v. Hunt, 455 U.S. 478 (1982); Protectmarriage.com v. Bowen (“Bowen”), 

752 F.3d 827, 836 (9th Cir. 2014) (“A federal court loses its jurisdiction to reach 

the merits of a claim when the court can no longer effectively remedy a present 

controversy between the parties.” (citation omitted)). 

Even assuming that Appellants can overcome the threshold inquiry that their 

Injunction Motion sought to halt anything but NA’s initial election of delegates,3

recent events reaffirm that any challenge to the ratification vote on the Native 

Hawaiian Constitution is moot.  As discussed above, NA has concluded that it will 

3 On December 15, 2015, NA abandoned its election of delegates that was 
the crux of Appellants’ Injunction Motion.  Indeed, in filing their Injunction 
Motion, Appellants sought an order preventing Appellees from “calling or holding 
racially-exclusive elections for Native Hawaiians, as explained in [Appellants’] 
Complaint.”  NA Supp. ER 125 (emphasis added).  Appellants premised their 
entire lawsuit on the alleged violation of federal elections law and precedent—all 
of which are wholly inapposite since NA abandoned its private election last year 
and has ceased all future activities.  This Court, therefore, cannot reverse the 
district court and enjoin an election by NA that will never occur. 
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not be conducting a ratification vote on the Native Hawaiian Constitution.  See

Attachment “1” at 1 (“[NA] said today it would not be conducting a ratification 

vote on the proposed constitution produced by the recently completed ‘aha.”).  NA 

President J. Kuhio Asam stated, 

[NA] believes that is it the participants, those who prepared and voted 
on the [Native Hawaiian Constitution], that are best able to lead 
efforts in effectively sharing the proposed constitution with the 
community and ultimately arranging for a ratification process.  The 
participants have evidenced a remarkable willingness and ability to 
identify leadership, build critical teams, and respectfully support the 
voices of many divergent opinions.  It is for these reasons that we are 
deferring to the ‘aha participants to further advance their work[.] 

Attachment “1” at 1. 

NA is not involved in any future ratification process and is unaware of 

whether the ‘aha participants (or anyone else) are pursuing a ratification process.  

Moreover, NA filed Articles of Dissolution on April 14, 2016, with the appropriate 

government agency and cannot undertake any further activity, except consistent 

with Hawai‘i law to wind down their affairs.  See Attachment “2”; Attachment “3.”  

Because NA will no longer pursue a ratification process and has dissolved, this 

Court can no longer grant “any effectual relief whatever[.]”  See Church of 

Scientology, 506 U.S. at 12 (quoting Mills, 159 U.S. at 653). 

Assuming that NA would pursue a ratification and did not cease all 

activities—which is entirely contrary to the present state of affairs—Appellants’ 

request for injunctive relief rests on the implicit theory that Appellants have some 
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enforceable right to participate, but Appellants have not stated the basis of any 

such right, and without such a right, the injunction they now seek would raise 

significant concerns under the Constitution’s First Amendment, specifically related 

to NA’s rights of association.  The Supreme Court has recognized that private 

expression on public issues “has always rested on the highest rung of the hierarchy 

of First Amendment values.”  NAACP v. Claiborne Hardware Co., 458 U.S. 886, 

913 (1982) (citing Carey v. Brown, 447 U.S. 455, 467 (1980)); see also Roberts v. 

U.S. Jaycees, 468 U.S. 609, 622 (1984) (“Implicit in the right to engage in 

activities protected by the First Amendment [is] a corresponding right to associate 

with others in pursuit of a wide variety of political, social, economic, educational, 

religious, and cultural ends.”).   

In connection with that private expressive activity, NA also has the right to 

choose whom to invite to participate in that discourse.  See Boy Scouts of Am. v. 

Dale, 530 U.S. 640, 648 (2000) (“The forced inclusion of an unwanted person in a 

group infringes the group’s freedom of expressive association if the presence of 

that person affects in a significant way the group’s ability to advocate public or 

private viewpoints.”) (citation omitted).  Indeed, “Freedom of association . . . 

plainly presupposes a freedom not to associate.”  Roberts, 468 U.S. at 622; see also

Affordable Housing Dev. Corp. v. City of Fresno, 433 F.3d 1182, 1198 (9th Cir. 

2006) (concluding that the exercise of First Amendment rights in pursuit of a 
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political objective, including freedom of speech and freedom of association, “is not 

deprived of protection if the exercise is not politically correct and even if it is 

discriminatory against others”).  Appellants have asserted no legal basis for their 

demand to halt a ratification process of a private entity, and none exists.

Appellants’ singular statement regarding mootness is that their claims are 

not moot “because they are capable of repetition while evading review.”  

Appellants’ Br. 44 n.16 (citation omitted).  Appellants’ scant argument, however, 

is misplaced.  Under the “capable of repetition, yet evading review” exception to 

the mootness doctrine, a court will decline to dismiss an otherwise moot action if it 

finds: “(1) the challenged action is in its duration too short to be fully litigated 

prior to cessation or expiration, and (2) there is a reasonable expectation that the 

same complaining party will be subject to the same action again.”  Bowen, 752 

F.3d at 836.  Notably, this exception is to be applied “sparingly, and only in 

‘exceptional situations.’”  Id.

As to the first prong, “[f]or a controversy to be too short to be fully litigated 

. . . it must be of inherently limited duration . . . because the ‘capable of repetition, 

yet evading review’ exception is concerned not with particular lawsuits, but with 

classes of cases that, absent an exception, would always evade judicial review.  Id.

(citation omitted) (emphases in original).  This is not a controversy that will 

“present a live action until a particular date,” see id., such as an abortion case, in 
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which, regardless of any injunction that might issue, the dispute will cease once a 

woman’s pregnancy ends.  Here, and assuming arguendo that a future ratification 

vote occurs, there would be sufficient time to resolve the dispute prior to an 

election occurring.  Indeed, Appellants were able to obtain review at all levels of 

the federal judicial system within a span of four months. Appellants, therefore, 

cannot satisfy the first prong of the exception.  See id. at 837 (“Controversies that 

are not of ‘inherently limited duration’ do not create ‘exceptional situations’ 

justifying the rule’s application, because, even if a particular controversy evades 

review, there is no risk that future repetitions of the controversy will necessarily 

evade review as well.”).   

As to the second prong, there is no reasonable expectation that Appellants 

will be subject to the same challenged activity.  Here, there is no evidence that NA 

would be conducting a ratification vote on the Native Hawaiian Constitution.  To 

the contrary, NA has expressly stated that it will not pursue a ratification vote, see

Attachment “1,” and the entity will not conduct further business as it has dissolved, 

see Attachments “2” and “3.”  There is nothing to suggest that NA will now 

reincorporate and pursue a ratification vote.  In addition, and as the Court has made 

clear, actions seeking to enjoin future conduct “become moot if the challenged 

conduct actually occurs and causes an injury that cannot be reversed.”  Id. at 836  
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(emphasis added).  There is no evidence that the ratification vote will “actually 

occur[].” 

Therefore, the “capable of repetition, yet evading review” exception to the 

mootness doctrine is not applicable. 

III. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, NA and The Akamai Foundation submit that this 

appeal is moot and, as such, this Honorable Court should dismiss the appeal. 

May 17, 2016 Respectfully submitted, 

 /s/  DAVID J. MINKIN
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